We introduce a concept 'yield spectrum' and calculate this two-dimensional function using a modified discrete energy bin method for 50-eV to 10-keV incident electrons impacting on the gases Ar, H2, H20, 02, N2, O, CO, CO2, and He. The yield spectrum is amenable to physical interpretation, accurate analytic representation, and convenient application to the determination of all types of yields needed in aeronomical problems.
INTRODUCTION
The successful acqusition of ultraviolet rocket spectra of auroral events and of the dayglow in the early 1960's [Crosswhite et al., 1962] generated a need for detailed calculations of upper atmospheric spectra. In response to this need, Green and Barth [1965] initiated a microscopic approach to the electron energy deposition problem (see also Green and Dutta [1967] and associated papers) which has proven quite fruitful in explaining many features of auroral and dayglow spectra. The deposition aspects of this approach involve two major tasks: first, the assembly of comprehensive sets of cross sections for excitation, ionization, and dissociation of the involved atmospheric species by electrons and, second, the use of an energy apportionment method to distribute the electron energy among the various loss processes.
In this paper we concern ourselves with this second task of distributing the electron energy among the various loss processes. One of the very first methods chosen by the University of Florida Aeronomy Group in resolving the energy degradation problem was an adaptation of the continuous slowing down approximation (CSDA) first used by Niels Bohr [1913, 1915] . This method is subject to error when the energy losses are a substantial fraction of the primary energy [Peterson, 1969] . These errors were generally of minor consequence in comparison to the inaccuracies associated with the available cross section sets. However, as accurate cross section data for the atmospheric gases have become available, it has become purposeful to utilize a more accurate energy apportionment methodology for aeronomy.
One such method is the discrete energy bin method (DEB) of Peterson [1969] . In this approach the energy range between some initial value and the threshold of the state of interest is divided into bins. An idealized degradation process is then assumed to commence in which the initial electron is fractionally redistributed into the lower-energy bins. This idealized process is continued as each energy bin is emptied in turn until all the bins above and including the bin containing the lowest threshold have been emptied. In this way the mean total number of excitations of each state produced in the complete degradation of an electron from a given incident energy is obtained. Douthat [1975a] found that the quantity f(E, Eo)a•(E)(E/Eo) X In (Eo/l) scaled approximately when plotted against z -In (E/l)/ln (Eo/l) for helium. Second, Garvey et al. [1977a] found an analytic function for f(E, Eo) that worked quite well for H: with electrons having incident energies from 50 eV to 50 keV. However, this analytic function is fairly cumbersome, and our studies with other gases indicate that the degradation spectra are usually more complex than for H:. The present work was motivated in part by a desire to simplify applications of what is essentially the equilibrium flux or the degradation spectrum. In addition, we sought to have a basic distribution function whose physical implications are more transparent than are the implications of the equilibrium flux or degradation spectra [Fano and Spencer, 1975] . YIELD 
In the modification of the DEB method introduced by

SPECTRA
In the present work we use the DEB method but focus our attention not upon the equilibrium flux or degradation spectra (hereafter referred to as GPGb) which permits the use of wider bin widths. This greatly reduces the time and cost of the DEB method and permits extension of the method to high energies. We will refer to the DEB method, as modified by Jura and GPGb and as used to obtain yield spectra, as the modified discrete energy bin (MDEB) method. The yield spectrum embodies the non-spatial information of the degradation process. It may be used to calculate the yield of any state by means of the equation
J where pj(E) -aj(E)/av(E) is the probability for excitation of thejth state with excitation energy W•. This equation follows directly from the corresponding equation for populations in terms of the degradation spectrum and the cross sections a:(E)
. While the transformation to (2) is trivial, the advantages of working with yield spectra and probability of excitation rather than degradation spectra and cross sections are quite substantial. Thus, except at very low energies, U(E, Eo) and p:(E) both vary with E in a much simpler manner than do f(E, E0) and a:(E). Hence the numerical evaluation of (2) is more efficient than the corresponding equation based upon degradation spectra. Indeed, at high energies U(E, Eo) becomes very fiat as does pj(E) for allowed states of excitation. Thus from the gross form of (2) a constant times E0. Hence a specific yield Jj(Eo)/Eo should approach a constant at higher primary energies. The same remarks apply to specific yields for ionization and dissociation. Since for forbidden states the probability rises and then falls rapidly at higher energies, the resulting yields are ., somewhat more complicated than for allowed states. We will discuss what to expect after we have introduced an approximate analytic representation of yield spectra. In Figures la-li we present yield spectra obtained using the MDEB method for all of the nine gases at 10:-, 10 a-, and 104-eV primary energies. Also shown are the corresponding analytic fits using (4). The plotted U(E, Eo) from the MDEB were smoothed for energies E close to E0, so that we do not explic- If the probability for exciting a state pj(E) were representable as a sum of powers of E, we could use (2) to obtain an analytic result for dj(Eo). Unfortunately, the probability p•(E) for excitation of any jth state usually has a complex behavior at low energies due to the denominator at(E) and hence is difficult to represent analytically. We are, however, able to represent the total inelastic cross section at(E) for three gases (Ar, H•., and He) by a fairly simple expression: 
vv(E) = qoFv [1 -(Wv/E)"]t•(Wr/E) n (5)
Here
at(E) = • a,(E) + • at(E) (6) j t where a•(E) is the ith ionization state cross section and a•(E) is
the jth excitation state cross section. In all nine cases we can represent the probability for ionization =
by an analytic form similar to (5) given by 
pt(E) = C [1 -e-,]ve-,
DISCUSSION OF THE YIELD SPECTRUM AND POPULATIONS OF STATES
The yield spectra U(E, E0), in addition to providing an analytic ion yield, can also be used to find the population of any given excitation or ionization state with the use of (2). For those states with thresholds above 8 eV the populations we obtain using the analytic yield spectra in (4) are usually within a few percent of the direct results of the DEB calculations. In Table 5 we give a short illustration of populations for two states of each gas whose cross sections behaved differently as functions of energy. We show in Table 5 There are, of course, deviations from these good fits, but we can say that above a primary energy of 100 eV the analytic yield spectra results for these three gases are within 9% We notice in Table 5 that the analytic yield spectra give quite good populations, especially at the higher energies. Although we have included only two states from each gas and checked only a few other key states in each gas, we are confident that these states are representative of these atmospheric gases. Thus the table reflects the general accuracy, convenience, and limitation of our analytic yield spectra for most aeronomical needs.
Our result•'•Via the AYS route could be improved for the states with thresholds below 8 eV if we use more detailed analytic representation of yield spectra. However, the advantages over numerical yield spectra obtained from our MDEB method would become much smaller, so that it would usually be just as well to numerically integrate (2) to obtain the desired yields. We have also found in a few spot checks on each gas that this U(E, Eo) gives populations for most states with thresholds above 8 eV quite accurately when compared with the DEB calculations. Other lower threshold state populations can be found, but their values are not as precise. They can, however, be used for calculations not requiring accuracy better than 25%. While we have not yet calculated the yield spectra for gaseous mixtures, from the similarity in shape and magnitudes of the yield spectra for all of the gases studied we would expect that the yield spectra for mixtures would be some reasonable weighted average of the component yield spectra. A few runs through the MDEB program to generate numerical yield spectra together with a two-dimensional nonlinear least square parameter fitting program should readily establish the yield spectra parameters for any mixture needed.
In conclusion, we might note that the gross characteristics of all yield spectra appear to be well described by the two-parameter function Ua(E, Eo) = A• + Ad•o• -3/2 which we obtain by setting r. s. and t in (4) 
In actuality, the small parameters are consequential for quantitative work, but (lO) gives the overall magnitude.
For forbidden states, we may set v = l, but let u > O. In this case the same elementary integration indicates that the specific yield will be large at low energies but will settle down to a small constant at high energies. The energy per ion pair W, obtained by using the five-parameter analytic representation of the yield spectra and the four-parameter analytic form for the probability for ionization is within a few percent for all gases from 1 keV to 10 keV. Work which we have carried out on relativistic (up to 10 MeV) electrons impacting upon H•. suggests that the general features of our yield spectra and the resultant specific yields will be approximately maintained even at much higher energies than those considered in this study.
Studies of ion yields go back to Roentgen, Becquerel, Thompson, Bragg, Rutherford, Bohr, and other founders of modern physics. From these and subsequent studies a general acceptance of the approximate constancy of specific ion yields and its reciprocal, the energy per ion pair, has evolved. However, despite an intensive search of the literature, we have found no previous quantitative explanation of the behavior of specific ion yields in terms of detailed atomic properties. In this work the general behavior of the ion yield and particularly its approximate constancy at high energies follow directly from the general properties of yield spectra and ionization probabilities. It is gratifying to us that in attempting to address some specific aeronomical problems we may have shed some light on one of the oldest problems in modern physics. 
